Abstract. I argue in favor of associating situations (events, episodes, eventualities, etc.) with arbitrarily complex sentences, not just atomic predicates, in NL interpretation. In that respect, a Situation Semantics approach to incorporating situations into semantic representations is preferable to a Davidsonian one. However, I will further argue that beyond the notion of truth or falsity of a sentence in a situation, as in Situation Semantics, we also need the notion of a sentence characterizing a situation, in order to deal adequately with causal relations mentioned or implied in NL texts. I propose a way of doing this that essentially reduces complex situations to joins of basic, Davidsonian ones, along with basic situations corresponding to negated predications. The resulting situational logic, called FOL**, captures many of the essential features of both Davidsonian and Situation Semantics approaches to representing the content of sentences describing situations. The proposed semantics supports common intuitions about truth-in-situations, about the existence of situations characterized by sentences, and about persistence of information from parts of situations to the whole. I allow for temporal parts of situations as well as concurrent parts, and distinguish persistence properties of telic and atelic sentences. The development of FOL** is part of a continuing effort to fully formalize Episodic Logic, an implemented knowledge representation designed to support language understanding.
More recent approaches show the influences of both of these early proposals. For example, Barwise and Perry, in [2] and subsequent writings, suggest meaning representations like the following (where all 3 examples correspond to (6a) and illustrate slightly different notations).
7 a. in e: at W: was-crowned, G; yes b. e |= <<was-crowned, G, 1>> ∧ <<loc,e,W,1>> c. e |= was-crowned(G)∧loc(e,W) The '|=' relation indicates that a situation e supports certain facts, and as in the case of Reichenbach's '[ ]*' operator, these facts can be complex. However, while Reichenbach seems to have had in mind that e in [φ] * e stands just for a φ-event, no more, no less, Situation Semantics views situations as potentially supporting many other facts besides those explicitly specified. For example, the situation e in (7a) could perfectly well support additional facts (or "infons") such as that there was a bat in the belfry, even if this is not considered part of George VI's coronation. This point is particularly clear in versions of Situation Semantics that employ a more standard syntax and semantics, such as Muskens' very tidy and general formulation [13] . Like Davidson, he treats situations as predicate arguments, but this syntactic similarity is deceptive. For Davidson and his adherents, was-crowned(G, e) means that e is the coronation of G; but for Muskens, it means that e is a partial world that happens to support the truth of G's being crowned, but may also support arbitrarily many other, possibly quite unrelated, facts.
2
As an example of a neo-Davidsonian approach, we might mention that of Parsons [15] . The distinctive feature of this approach is the "factoring" of n-ary event predications into a unary predication for the event type and a set of conjoined binary predications specifying the thematic roles of the event. For instance, (6a) might be rendered roughly as 8. ∃e. ∃t. crowning(e) ∧ obj(e,G) ∧ occur(e,t) ∧ past(t) ∧ loc(e,W) As in Davidson's original approach (as well as in Reichenbach's) , e is intended to be a crowning and nothing more. Though various things can be said about it, such as that it involves George VI as its object, it is not a "partial world" supporting miscellaneous positive and negative facts.
Hwang and Schubert (e.g., [17, 8, 9, 18] ) have long maintained that logical forms for general NLU must be able to capture both sorts of relationship between sentences and situations -sentences as partial descriptions of situations, and as "characterizing" descriptions of situations. I will reiterate and strengthen the arguments for this view in the next section. Here I briefly introduce the Episodic Logic (EL) notation used in our previous work, in particular the ' ** ' and ' * ' operators for connecting sentences with situations (episodes, etc.). (These operators are the only features of EL I will retain for the rest of the paper.) The LF for (6a) would look roughly as follows. (Square brackets indicate sentential infix syntax, with the sentence subject in first place, the predicate second, and additional arguments after the predicate. ) 9. (∃e: [e before Now7] (∃x [[G (pasv crown) x] ** e]∧[e loc-in W])) In quantified sentences of form (Qx: φ ψ), the φ-formula is interpreted as a restriction on the domain of quantification, and the ψ-formula is the main, or "matrix" clause. In (9) , the quantifier Q is ∃, and the restriction and matrix clauses can be viewed as conjoined. (The restriction [e before Now7] captures the past tense information, i.e., that the event e of George VI being crowned is before the time of narration, Now7.) What is noteworthy here is first, that such LFs are easily computed from surface form, keeping the syntax/ semantics interface as simple as possible; and second, that a ' ** ' operator is used to connect the main clause with the episode it characterizes. Its intended meaning is quite similar to that of Reichenbach's '[ ]*' operator: given [[G (pasv crown) x] ** e], e must be the event of George VI being crowned, i.e., his coronation. But EL also has another operator, ' * ', which is more akin to the support relation, '|=', of Situation Semantics.
2 This is not to say that for Davidson, an event characterized in one way could not also be characterized in many other ways (for instance more or less abstractly, and more or less elaborately); e.g., note his discussion of 'crossing the Channel' and 'swimming the Channel', or the various ways of describing a shooting [5] . In his discussion of causes [4] , Davidson does move in the direction of admitting a description of a part of an event (in particular, part of a causal chain) as a description of the event as a whole (in particular, a complete causal chain). He is motivated by the observation that one can refer to different parts of a causal chain as the cause of another event. Whatever the merits of this position may be, it is still very different from saying that we can join arbitrary events to a given event without invalidating the original characterization. Furthermore AI researchers who have followed Davidson's strategy of event-introduction have generally taken a predication P (e, ...) to mean that P (...) describes e as a whole, not just some part of e.
While the direct LFs of English sentences generally involve only the ' ** ' operator, inference often leads to occurrences of the ' * ' operator. For instance, a consequence of (9) via meaning postulates might be
(∃y: [y crown] [[x place-upon (head-of G) y] * e])
In other words, one of the facts supported by the coronation event is that someone placed a crown on George VI's head. 3 Furthermore there may be many contingent details of this particular coronation all of which are supported by e. (Among these details may be aspects of temporal segments of the coronation.)
In the next section, I will make the argument for a tighter coupling between sentences and events than is provided by ' * ' (or the supports relation '|=' of Situation Semantics). A sufficiently tight coupling is provided by ' ** ', or by a Davidsonian approach. However, in section 3 I will show that ordinary language makes reference to events more complex than those that can be represented in a Davidsonian framework. This justifies the use of the ' ** ' and ' * ' operators, or something like them. In section 4, I will suggest a semantic basis for these operators, in effect showing that both can be explicated in terms of Davidsonian events (along with "negative situations") and their joins in a join semilattice. I will go on to show in section 5 that this semantic basis supports many of the intuitively wanted properties of situations and their descriptions, including the existence of parts of situations characterized by φ whenever φ partially describes those situations; the "transparency" and truth-like character of the partial description (or support) operator ' * '; and the persistence of information through the part-of ordering of situations, with different kinds of persistence corresponding to telicity or atelicity of the descriptions employed.
Why we need ' ** '
Let me begin by suggesting a few ways of paraphrasing the meaning of ' ** ' and ' * ', as a way of fixing intuitions about them:
[G be-crowned] ** e e is an episode of George VI being crowned; 'George VI is crowned' characterizes e e as a whole is of type 'George VI is crowned'; e is an episode that consists just of George VI being crowned [G be-crowned] * e e is an episode in which George VI is crowned; 'George VI is crowned' holds (occurs) in e e is (partially) described by George VI being crowned; e is an episode that consists in part of George VI being crowned Now, it is commonplace in texts (particularly narratives) to find a description of some event or situation e, followed immediately by a description of another event e that is said or implied to be caused by the first. (The sentence pairs in (1) and (3) illustrate this pattern.) So in the LFs of such causal descriptions, we will need some way of expressing that an event e of type φ occurred, and that this caused the subsequent event e . From a Situation Semantics perspective (and using the * -notation), it would seem natural to represent the occurrence of an event e of type φ by writing [φ * e].
However, I maintain that "e has a cause e of type φ" cannot be formalized as "e has a cause e satisfying [φ * e]". Rather, the formalization needs to use ' ** ' (or some other event characterizing representation, such as a Davidsonian or Reichenbachian one) in place of ' * '. To recognize the incorrectness of the above formalization, we observe that it can lead to incorrect conclusions in particular instances.
For example, suppose that Mary's waking up was caused by John's singing. Further suppose that John was taking a shower at the time, so it is also correct to say that Mary's waking up was caused by John's simultaneous singing and showering. I.e., though the showering may be causally irrelevant to Mary's waking up, nonetheless the larger, singing-plus-showering event is sufficient to account for Mary's waking up. But John's simultaneous singing and showering is partially described by 'John showers'. In other words, there is an event e (viz., John's simultaneous singing and showering) satisfying [[John showers] * e]. But if it is correct to identify "has a cause e of type φ" with "has a cause e satisfying [φ * e]", then we have reached the conclusion that Mary's waking up was caused by John's showering -surely not a valid conclusion under the conditions we have assumed.
4
This example instantiates a general pattern. Seeing this pattern at a more abstract level should further clarify the nature of the difficulty with using ' * ' in causal descriptions:
(i) We are given events A and E such that
(ii) We consider some arbitrary situation or event B concurrent with A, with some partial description
(iii) Let C be the combination of events A and B. (E.g., the combination of John's singing and showering, above. Instead of his taking a shower, we could have picked any other concurrent situation or event, not necessarily one involving John. While the combination C may not be a "natural" one, it still seems reasonable to assume it exists, in the logical sense.) Then φ is also a partial description of C, i.e.,
[φ * C].
(iv) In addition, since C includes A as a part, and A caused E, we also have
The reader may not agree that "enlarging" a cause with an arbitrary concurrent situation or event necessarily preserves its status as a cause. But it is sufficient, for the purposes of the generalized refutation I am outlining, that there be some instances where this is reasonable (as in the singing-andshowering example above). I will pursue this point further below.
(v) Hence, if "having a cause C such that [φ * C]" can be understood as "having a cause C of type φ", then we have shown that E has a cause of type φ.
But this is in general absurd, since φ is a partial description of an arbitrary situation or event that happens to be concurrent with E's actual cause, and need not have any causal relevance to E at all.
For those who are uncomfortable with the idea that events viewed as causes can be augmented with miscellaneous concurrent events without losing their causal status, we can frame a similar argument beginning with conjunctive causes, as in the following examples.
11. The ferry was overloaded and unstable, and this caused it to capsize. 12. John was driving and using his cellular phone, and this caused an accident. It does not follow from (11) that it was the situation of the ferry being overloaded (or that of the ferry being unstable) that caused it to capsize (though these narrower causal claims might also be true). Nor does it follow from (12) that John's driving caused the accident in question, or that his using the cellular phone did. Yet, much as before, logical forms for (11) and (12) based on a partial-description connection ' * ' between sentences and the situations they evoke would lead to precisely those consequences. The only assumption this involves is that a situation partially described by 'The ferry was overloaded and unstable' is also partially described by 'The ferry was overloaded', and by 'The ferry was unstable', and similarly for (12) . 4 Of course it may be the case that if John had not taken a shower he would not have sung and so would not have awakened Mary; in that sense his taking a shower may be a contributing cause in Mary's awakening. But a contributing cause is in general something less than a cause, and in any case he might have sung even if he had not taken a shower. Thus the conclusion that John's taking shower caused Mary to wake up is not deductively valid.
So ' * ' (or '|=' in Situation Semantics) is simply too "unselective" to be able to characterize causes. The truth of φ * e fails to ensure that e consists just of an episode of type φ. Instead, it may have parts or aspects of many different types, so in saying that an event e satisfying φ * e is the cause of e , we are failing to say that it is the "φ-part" of e that is causally effective. We need a tighter coupling between sentences and events, and that is what the ' ** ' operator provides. Now in fact a Davidsonian representation also provides a sufficiently tight coupling between sentences and events for characterizing causes. For example, to express that John's singing woke up Mary, we might write (neglecting tense) ∃e. ∃e . sing(e,John)∧wake-up(e ,Mary)∧cause(e,e ), where we understand e to be (just) an event of John singing, and e (just) an event of Mary waking up. In contrast with the case of ' * '-(or '|='-) based causal descriptions, there is no allowance for e to be something more than an event of John singing, such as an event of John singing and taking a shower. So with respect to causal description, a Davidsonian approach is more nearly adequate than one based on a partial-description relation between sentences and events, as in Situation Semantics. But the limitation of the Davidsonian approach is its inability to describe complex events, as I now argue.
3 Situations described by negative, conjoined and quantified sentences
The observations that led us to posit events in logical forms apply equally to complex descriptions as to simple ones: we can refer anaphorically to them, ascribe properties such as locations and durations to them, and adduce them as causes. Some examples of conjunctively described situations, and reference to such situations as causes, were already seen in the preceding section. The following are some further examples of anaphoric reference to complex situations, including negative, conjoined and quantified situations. (I will use this loose terminology to refer to complex situations characterized respectively by negative, conjoined, or quantified sentences.) 13 . There has been no rain for several weeks. This has ruined the crops. 14. The evening was warm and windless.
This brought out the mosquitoes. 15. Kevin is home alone.
That's a risky situation. 16. Each graduate went to the podium to receive his or her diploma.
This took half an hour. Note the adverbial specifying the duration of the no-rain situation in (13) , and the anaphoric reference to that situation. (14) and (15) (like the earlier (11) and (12)) describe and subsequently refer to conjunctive situations. Note that 'home alone' in (15) is equivalent to 'at home while no-one else is at home' and in that sense specifies a concurrent positive and negative situation. In (16) we have a quantified situation, and anaphoric reference to that situation in the description of its duration. The duration could alternatively have been specified by an initial adverbial such as 'Over the next half hour'.
(13) and (14) can also be seen as supplying causal relations involving complex causes, since the verbs 'ruined' and 'brought out' take an agent or a cause as subject. The following are two examples where a causal relation is explicitly asserted for a negative and a quantified cause.
17. The parachute did not deploy on schedule. This caused the loss of the Mars lander. 18. Each superpower menaced the other with its nuclear arsenal.
This caused an escalating arms race. Additional clear evidence for the reality and linguistic significance of complex situations is that we can (and do) explicitly refer to them as situations/ circumstances/ conditions/ states of affairs, etc. (15) is one example, and the following are two more.
It has not rained for several weeks.
This situation/ circumstance/ condition/ state of affairs has caused the crops to fail. 20. The situation of her children no longer being at home is disconcerting for Mary.
The notion of "negative" situations (such as in (13), (17) , (19) and (20)) deserves further comment. While one can imagine gathering together basic Davidsonian events or situations to form complex situations corresponding to conjunctive or quantified sentences, it is hard to imagine any Davidsonian approach to negative situations. For example, suppose that in (19) we attempt to represent the situation at issue as an episode e (at some locale) such that no rain falls during e. But this would not capture the meaning of the causal claim in (19) . To say that certain conditions hold during e scarcely constrains e at all, merely requiring that it occupy a time and place during which the stated conditions obtain. But since many other conditions may obtain at that time and place as well, e could consist of much more than the drought implied by (19) , and so cannot adequately serve as the cause anaphorically referred to in (19) .
A possible response open to a Davidsonian is to say that negative phrasings like those in (17) , (19) , (20) imply the existence of corresponding "positive" eventualities, and these are the actual referents of the subsequent referring expressions. 5 For example, (17) implies that the parachute failed to deploy, and the deictic pronoun might might refer to this failure; similarly the reference in (19) might be to the implied dry spell or drought or lack of rain; and the reference in (20) b. The sun shone all day at the beach. This gave Mary a sunburn. (24a) is perhaps acceptable, but only if we are prepared to view the cloudlessness itself as the (indirect) cause of the sunburn. In other words, it is still the case that the deictic pronoun can refer only to the explicitly mentioned condition (cloudlessness).
A related point is that a Davidsonian approach makes it difficult to give expression to intuitions about the lexical meanings of "absence terms" like the ones employed for the implied positive eventualities in (17) , (19) and (20) , such as 'fail (to)', 'dry', 'empty, 'lack', or 'absent'. For example, it seems natural to say that a situation e of x being absent from y is precisely one of x not being present at y. But we cannot express this as 25. ∀e,x,y. absent(e,x,y) ↔¬present(e,x,y), since the right-hand side merely says that e is not a situation of x being present at y; this surely doesn't require it to be a situation of x being absent from y. (For instance, it could be a situation of x liking ywhich in a Davidsonian framework would presumably be distinguished from a situation of x being present at y, even if both situations occur simultaneously.) But if we omit the "if" direction of the conditional, then we have succeeded in expressing only half of the stated intuition.
Finally, it is sometimes claimed that apparent references to negative or quantified situations are actually references to facts or propositions. I would maintain instead that both simple and complex sentences can evoke situations as well as facts or propositions. It may sometimes be ambiguous whether a reference is to a situation or a fact, but there are predicates that distinguish the two sorts of entities, and can thus be used to test for the two sorts of reference. In particular, situations can persist/ endure/ last/ go on, whereas facts cannot (or if they do, they "persist" forever). On the other hand, facts can be asserted/ denied/ communicated, whereas situations cannot. Facts are presumably related closely to true propositions, but I will not attempt develop a theory of facts or propositions here; instead I will focus exclusively on events or situations. However, it is worth mentioning in passing that EL permits both an "event view" and a "propositional view" of causation. They are connected as follows, based on a modal operator because: cause(e,e ) ∧ (φ ** e) ∧ (ψ ** e ) ↔ because(φ ** e, ψ ** e ). An example of the corresponding wording in English might be 'John's singing caused Mary to wake up', versus 'Mary woke up because John sang.
I now show how we can make formal sense of complex situations, where we allow both characterizations (using ' ** ') and partial descriptions (using ' * ') of such situations. This leads to a logic that naturally accommodates both Davidsonian events (at the level of atomic fluent predications) and situations of the sort posited in Situation Semantics. Despite the lack of propositions or properties in this logic (at least as first-class entities), the ' * ' operator turns out to have much in common with the '|=' relation of Situation Semantics.
Formalizing ' * ' and ' ** '
Rather than employing a comprehensive representation for NL logical forms such as EL, I will restrict myself to a minimal extension of first-order logic (FOL) allowing for the ' ** ' and ' * ' operators. The syntax will be conventional (without the square-bracketed infix predications of EL). I will call this extension FOL**.
Syntax of FOL**
Terms in FOL** are individual constants and variables as well as functional terms formed with the 2-place function (denoting the situation join). A subsort of the individual constants and variables are the situational constants and variables. A functional term contains only situational constants, variables and terms and is likewise a situational term.
Predicate constants have a specified arity and may have the initial argument position designated as situational. (Positions not designated as situational may be filled with any sort of term, general or situational.) Predicates with an initial situational argument are called fluent predicates. Note that situations in FOL** are thought of in general as extended in time, and having limited "information content"; in these respects they are more akin to the situations of Situation Semantics than those of McCarthy and Hayes [11] . Still, the latter can be thought of as a special case of the former, and this motivates the "fluent" terminology. Non-fluent predicates are also termed "atemporal", though it should be noted that such predicates can have situational arguments. For instance, we would probably treat cause(e 1 , e 2 ), expressing that situation e 1 causes (caused) situation e 2 , as atemporal. Also, the situational/ temporal part-of relations , and ¢ introduced below require situational arguments but are not considered fluents. Technically this means that they will not be used to form "situation abstracts" (see below). Fluent predicates are further subdivided into telic and atelic predicates. Telic predicates correspond intuitively to events or occurrences, i.e., the types of situations that have a "built-in" culmination or point of completion; examples are yawning, greeting, dressing, building (something) and so on. Atelic predicates, by contrast, describe "open-ended" situations with no intrinsic point of completion, such as sleeping, walking, being awake, being at a location, being a nonsmoker, etc.
7 Technically, the distinction we are after is that telic predications are "outward persistent", i.e., whatever happens in a temporal segment of a larger episode also happens in the larger episode; whereas atelic predications are "inward persistent" (or homogeneous), i.e., if such a predication characterizes an episode as a whole it also characterizes its temporal segments. As an example, if Mary greeted the audience in the opening of her talk, then she greeted the audience in her talk. This testifies to the telicity of "greet". On the other hand, if Mary was at the microphone for her talk, then she was at the microphone for the various parts of the talk. This testifies to the atelicity of "be (located) at". 8 An important observation, which will affect some details of our formal semantics, is that negated fluent predications, whether telic or atelic, behave like atelics. For example, if Mary did not take a sip of water in her talk, then she did not take a sip of water in any part of her talk. So this negated telic shows the same inward persistence that is the defining characteristic of atelics. As well, if Mary was not at the microphone in her talk, then she was not at the microphone in any part of her talk. Again, we have inward persistence. This will motivate making the anti-extensions of fluent predicates inward-persistent in the semantics. However, there remains one striking difference between negated telic and atelic predications that we must take into account: if we negate again, we recover a telic and thus outward persistent predication in the first case, and an atelic and thus inward persistent predication in the second. For example, if the claim that Mary didn't take a sip of water halfway through her talk is mistaken, then the claim that she didn't take a sip of water in her talk is also mistaken. I won't attempt to illustrate doubly negated atelics since they are all too susceptible to aspectual coercion; but we surely do not wish to treat double negation as logically distinct from the positive form.
Formulas in FOL** are formed as in FOL by applying predicate constants to a suitable number of terms (of the right sort, if the initial argument position is designated as situational), by equating two terms, or by applying connectives ¬, ∧, ∨, →, ↔, or quantifiers ∀, ∃ to formulas. In addition, where τ, τ 1 , τ 2 are situation terms, τ 1 τ 2 , τ 1 τ 2 , τ 1 ¢ τ 2 , are formulas. (Strict versions`, ≺, and ¡ may also be used, with the obvious definitions in terms of the non-strict versions and inequality.) Intuitively, the three relations mean respectively that situation (or event) τ 1 is part of situation (or event) τ 2 , τ 1 is a concurrent part of τ 2 , and τ 1 is a temporal segment of τ 2 (i.e., consists of that part of τ 2 which occupies a subset of the times covered by τ 2 ).
The final class of formulas involves the notion of a situation abstract. A situation abstract is defined exactly like a formula, except that in place of atomic predications, we may use proper atomic situation abstracts. The latter are obtained from fluent predications by omitting the first argument. For instance, if 7 It would be more in keeping with traditional usage to classify only sleeping and walking as atelic among these examples, perhaps calling the rest "states". However, lumping these together under a single term serves my purposes here. 8 Since the subject of aspectual verb classes is a subtle one, a couple of comments are in order. First, atelic predicates are often used in a way that implies less than uniform inward persistence. For instance, we might say that Mary was at the microphone in her talk even if she spoke a few words away from the microphone. We might even mean merely that she was at the microphone for some portion of her talk. I take the view that such uses involve tacit down-toning or bounding modifiers of the predicate, such as "mostly" or "for some time". The latter type-shifts the atelic predicate to a telic one [10] . Secondly, it is well-known that in English the aspectual class of a predication depends not only on the predicate but also on the arguments, tense, adverbial adjuncts, and other factors. For instance, 'John yawned' would normally be understood as specifying just one, terminating yawn, but 'John yawned for an hour' or 'People yawn when they are tired' appear to involve indeterminate numbers of yawns. Here again my view is that the corresponding LFs involve operators that interact with telicity. In particular, in 'yawn for an hour' the duration adverbial forces a repetitive, essentially atelic reading of the verb, and this needs to be made logically explicit with an operator meaning 'repeatedly' [10] . The second sentence is generic, and its proper LF can be assumed to be a tripartite quantificational structure quantifying over (actual and certain possible) episodes of people being tired [3] . These devices, and others needed for a more adequate treatment of aspectual class, are not available in FOL**.
loves(E,John,Mary) is a fluent predication, then loves(John,Mary) is a proper atomic situation abstract, and ∃x. ∃e. person(e,x)∧loves(x,Mary), and ∃x. person(x)∧loves(x,Mary) are non-atomic situation abstracts. Here 'person' is also treated as a fluent. Alternatively it might be treated as a unary atemporal predicate; in that case 'person(x)' in the second formula would not be a proper atomic situation abstract. Note that by definition all formulas are also situation abstracts (though of a "degenerate" sort, if they contain no proper atomic abstracts). A situation abstract is thought of as abstracting over situations satisfying the constraints it imposes with respect to the elided situational arguments. We now add the following types of formulas to our logic, where φ is a situation abstract and τ is a situation term:
(φ ** τ ), (φ * τ ). As expected from the earlier discussion, these are read respectively as 'φ characterizes τ ' and 'φ (partially) describes τ (or holds or occurs in τ )'. Note that such formulas cannot be converted to proper situation abstracts, in the sense that the ' * ' and ' ** ' operators will "bind" any fluent arguments abstracted in their scope. So in general, we define a proper situation abstract as a situation abstract that contains a proper atomic situation abstract not lying within the scope of a ' * ' or ' ** ' operator.
Models for FOL**
The following formal definition will be followed by explanatory remarks. A model for FOL** is a 5-tuple M = (D, (Sit, ), (T ,<), time, I), 9 where
• D is a nonempty set (of individuals, including situations);
• (Sit, ) is a complete join semilattice with join and set join , where Sit ⊂ D; {s, s } = s s for all s, s ∈ Sit; ∅= ε; and s ε= s for all s ∈ Sit;
• (T ,<) is a strict linear order (whose elements are regarded as time points);
• time: Sit→ Pow(T ) is a (total) function such that (a) if s = S then time(s) = {time(s )| s ∈ S}; (b) time(s) = ∅ iff s = ε; further conditions on the relation between time and situations are stated below.
We define the derived relations ("concurrent part of") and ¢ ("segment of") before proceeding. For s, s ∈ Sit, s s iff s s and time(s) = time(s ); and s ¢ s iff and there exists s ∈ Sit such that time(s )∩time(s) = ∅ and s s = s ;
A further condition on time in relation to situations that turns out to be crucial for establishing inward persistence of atelic descriptions is that temporal segmentation of situations is downward-inherited to concurrent parts, in the following sense. Let S be a set of concurrent parts of s (i.e., for each s ∈ S, s s) such that S = s, and let s 1 ¢ s. Then there is a function f : S → Sit such that {f (s ) | s ∈ S} = s 1 and for all s ∈ S, f (s ) ¢ s and f (s ) s 1 (i.e., time(f (s )) = time(s 1 )).
• I (the interpretation) is a pair of functions (I + ,I − ) on the individual and predicate constants, where if c is an individual constant, I
+ (c) = I − (c) ∈ D (and we can also write I(c) or c I for I + (c) or I − (c)), and if P is an n-place predicate constant, then I + (P ) ⊆ D n and I − (P ) ⊆ D n . In particular, if P is a fluent predicate then I + (P ), I − (P ) ⊆ (Sit−{ε})× D n−1 . In addition we build inward persistence into the anti-extensions of all predicates and the extensions of atelic ones: whenever (s, d 1 , ..., d n−1 ) ∈ I − (P ) and s ¢ s, we also have (s , d 1 A caveat concerning the notation is that the symbols , , ¢ and are being overloaded (as is routinely done for equality) to do double duty as object-language and metalinguistic symbols.
Note the assumption that we can arbitrarily join situations into larger situations, whether or not they are concurrent. Note also that the concurrent part-of ordering and the temporal segment-of ordering ¢ specialize the general part-of ordering among situations. These orderings are relevant to the various kinds of persistence we are interested in (upward, outward, and inward). Also, an easily derived consequence from stipulation (a) about time is that if s s then time(s) ⊆ time(s ); i.e., the subset structure of the times at which situations occur (or hold) reflects the part-of structure of those situations. (However, note that we can have s`s , yet time(s) = time(s ) -in fact, this is the case whenever s ≺ s .) Though times play a crucial role in the semantics of FOL**, for instance in assuring the persistence properties established in section 5.5, we make no special provision for talking about times in the object language. (This might be done in later extensions of FOL**.)
The most unusual feature of models as defined above is the use of predicate anti-extensions as well as extensions. This is a feature one would normally find only in partial logics such as Muskens' [13] , but FOL** is not partial. Truth and falsity of ordinary formulas (not involving ' * ' or ' ** ') will be based on predicate extensions alone. However, anti-extensions are crucial for specifying the semantics of negation in the context of ' * ' and ' ** '. In particular, as will be seen, a negated atomic fluent abstract such as ¬at-home(Mary) characterizes a situation s just in case the anti-extension of the predicate contains the tuple consisting of s followed by the values of the specified arguments. In the example, the negative abstract characterizes s just in case (s, m) ∈ at-home Thus, to say that s is a situation of Mary not being at home is in general a much stronger statement (with a semantics determined by anti-extensions) than merely saying that s is not a situation of Mary being at home (whose semantics is determined by extensions). This is what enables us to overcome the problem noted for Davidsonian event semantics, that of not being able to represent negative eventualities on a par with positive ones. For assigning truth values to formulas with outer operator ' * ' or ' ** ', the semantics of extensions and anti-extensions gets us off the ground, and we can then generalize to arbitrarily complex event characterizations or descriptions (though as will be seen, we need the mediation of a "situational support" function that provides all sets of situations that can support the truth of a situation characterization or description). The resemblance of FOL** models to those of partial truth theories is explained by the fact that characterization or description of a situation (especially the latter) is essentially a relation of partial truth in a situation; i.e., it is entirely possible that neither a given situation abstract, nor its negation, characterizes or describes a given situation. However, the "collision avoidance" clause in the definition of extensions and anti-extensions ensures that a situation abstract and its negation cannot both characterize (or describe) a situation. This requirement is not automatically satisfied just by making extensions and antiextensions disjoint, since the persistence of information in the situational part-of orderings can propagate characterization and partial description relations upward, outward, and inward in those orderings.
Finally note that inward and outward persistence are not treated in the semantics as exact duals. Through the definition of an interpretation, we have ensured that atelic as well as negative predications already exhibit inward persistence (homogeneity) in their extensions. By contrast, outward persistence does not show up directly in extensions, but rather shows up only in the context of the ' * ' and ' ** ' operators, i.e., in the context of situation descriptions and characterizations. This is why we needed to employ the notion of "collision", which anticipates the persistence properties of descriptions relative to situations. . We first consider truth conditions for formulas other than those with top-level operator ' * ' or ' ** '. In the following P is an n-place predicate, r 1 , ..., r n are terms, x is a variable, and φ and ψ are formulas. For example, consider φ = ∃x. person(x)∧greet(x,Mary), where both conjuncts are proper situation abstracts (i.e., both 'person' and 'greet' have an implicit situation argument). A support set for this abstract might be {s 1 , s 2 }, where for some individual d, (s 1 , d) is in the extension of 'person' and (s 2 , d, m) is in the extension of 'greet' (where m is the denotation of 'Mary'); and in addition, s 1 s and s 2 s. So in that case, if E denotes s, then (φ * E) is true in the model under consideration. Furthermore, if s 1 s 2 = s (i.e., {s 1 , s 2 } is precisely sufficient to support φ in s), then (φ ** E) is true in the model. Note that we require a ' ' (concurrent part-of) relation between s 1 and s, since 'person' is atelic, so that its truth in s requires its truth everywhere in s; whereas we merely require a ' ' (part-of) relation between s 2 and s, since 'greet' is telic so that its truth anywhere in s assures its truth in s as a whole.
Truth in FOL**

T-pred: |=
In the following inductive definition of Support + M,U (., .) and Support − M,U (., .), φ and ψ are situation abstracts, s ∈ Sit, x is a variable, r 1 , ..., r n are terms, and P is an (n + 1)-place fluent predicate (with an initial situation argument followed by n additional arguments). S is a variable over sets of situations that is understood to be universally quantified.
If φ is a formula (i.e., not a proper situation abstract), then
.., r n ), s) iff S = {s } for some s ∈ Sit such that s rel s and (s , r
+ , where rel is if P is telic and if P is atelic;
(corresponding conditions for → and ↔ are easily filled in); + and − , ∧ and ∨, and ∃ and ∀. The only amendment is that rel in the second clause (for atomic predications) is simply , since anti-extensions behave like atelic extensions: (P (r 1 , . .., r n ), s) iff S = {s } for some s ∈ Sit such that s s and (s , r
The definition of Support
We can now complete the truth definition (e is a situation term):
T ** : |= M,U (φ ** e) iff there is an S ∈ Support
Note that the definition of Support + M,U (φ, s) in the case where φ is a formula (and thus not a proper situation abstract) is designed not to "interfere" with the correct selection of support sets for proper situation abstracts. For instance, in the case of a conjunction (φ∧ψ) of a formula φ and a proper situation abstract ψ, the support sets will simply be the ones for ψ, as long as φ is true. This is because the only support set for φ in that case is the empty set (whose union with any support set for ψ is of course that same set). If φ is false, then it has no support sets (Support + M,U (φ, s) = ∅), so in that case the conjunction has no support sets either, and ((φ ∧ ψ) * e) will be false regardless of e. This is as it should be, given the truth-like character of the * -relation. An easily verified consequence of these stipulations is that a true sentence is considered to (partially) describe any situation, and characterize none, save ε. A false sentence neither describes nor characterizes any situation.
Properties of FOL**
We now look at some of the consequences of the preceding semantics for FOL**. First we note a few of the laws that reflect the model-theoretic assumptions made about the situation orderings. Then we state some of the most important relationships between ' * ' and ' ** ', laws governing complex formulas within the scopes of ' * ' and ' ** ', persistence laws for ' * ' (when we keep the situation abstract argument fixed while replacing the situation argument by one denoting a larger or smaller situation), and finally a set of sound inference rules. The logic seems to deal in a satisfactory way with simple and complex situations. At the level of atomic fluent sentences, the sentence-event connection provided by ' ** ' is precisely Davidson's. But ' ** ' also provides a coupling between negated atomic sentences and situations, and indeed between arbitrarily complex sentences and situations; and this coupling is tight enough to deal with causal descriptions. Furthermore, the weakened version of the coupling, ' * ', behaves logically very much like the support relation, '|=', of Situation Semantics.
Laws concerning , , and ¢
Validity of a formula φ, |= φ, is defined as usual as truth in all models. The following are some obviously valid formulas, given the truth conditions for , , and ¢ and the assumptions about the orderings they represent. Idempotency and commutativity of follow from O4 and O5, and associativity from O2-O5. One law that is not completely obvious is
This is readily proved from the definitions of (metalinguistic) ¢ and , along with the fact that if s = ε, then time(s) = ∅ (in view of the assumptions about ε and time). An intuitively plausible formula whose validity we might want to ensure in a future strengthening of the model theory is ∀e, e .(e e ) → ∃e .(e e ) ∧ (e ¢ e ). A final point worth noting is that since we have assumed a minimal element ε in our complete semilattice of situations, we actually have a complete lattice, and so could introduce a meet operator. Lemma 1 can be proved straightforwardly (if somewhat tediously) by simultaneous induction on the complexity of φ in (a) and (b), with reference to the definition of support sets. In the inductive argument for negated abstracts, the proof of (a) depends on the induction hypothesis for (b) and vice versa. (Several other lemmas to follow use similar proofs.) The proof of ( * → ** ) then essentially starts with the supposition that |= M,U (φ * e) where e U = s for some arbitrary s ∈ Sit. Then by the lemma there is a positive support set S for (φ, s) whose join is part of s, and S is also a positive support set for (φ, S). But then S supplies the value of e that verifies the consequent in ( * → ** ) (relative to the M, U under consideration).
In the third law the 'atel' subscript indicates an atelic situation abstract. For such an abstract, every proper atomic situation abstract occurring in it outside the scope of all ' * ' and ' ** ' operators either has an atelic predicate or has a telic predicate and lies in a negative environment. A negative environment is one embedded in an odd number of negations, where antecedents of conditional formulas or abstracts count as carrying a negation (and ↔ is rewritten in terms of →). For later reference, we similarly define a telic situation abstract as one in which every proper atomic situation abstract occurring outside the scope of all ' * ' and ' ** ' operators has a telic predicate and lies in a positive environment. Note that not all abstracts are telic or atelic. For instance, tired (John) → yawn(John) is neither telic nor atelic, since it involves an atelic predicate in a negative environment and a telic predicate in a positive environment. The proof of ( * → ** ) atel depends on the following lemma. The proof is by simultaneous induction for (a) and (b), paying attention to downward inheritance of atelicity to parts of formulas. As basis we consider positive and negated atelic atomic situation abstracts. This involves looking at the positive support definition for positive and negated atelics and negated telics, and the negative support definition for positive and negated atelics and for positive telics. In all cases the relation applies. For conjunction, disjunction, and quantification telicity is inherited by the constituent abstracts. For negation we again "switch" between the positive and negative support cases (a) and (b). The proof for ( * → ** ) atel is then quite obvious in both directions, since all 3 relevant support sets consist of situations concurrent with the denotation of e, by Lemma 2.
Laws concerning complex formulas within the scope of ' ** '
The behavior of complex formulas within the scope of ' ** ' reflects the fact that truth for this characterization operator is based on joins of situations in a support set. I believe that the laws that follow are in keeping with intuitions about what it means to characterize a situation or event. For example, If we characterize a situation with a binary conjunction, then that situation is presumably made up of two parts (which might be concurrent aspects or temporal segments), each characterized by one of the two sentences. That is exactly what we find in (∧)** below, among other reasonable properties. The first group of laws concerns the movement of various operators out of or into the scope of ' ** '. P is an (n + 1)-place fluent predicate.
(PRED)**: |= ∀x 1 , ..., x n .∀e. (P (x 1 , . .., x n ) ** e) ↔ P (e, x 1 , ..., x n ) (¬)**: |= ∀e.((¬φ) ** e) → ¬(φ ** e) (∧)**: |= ∀e.((φ ∧ ψ) ** e) → ∃e , e .( (e , e ) = e) ∧ (φ ** e ) ∧ (ψ ** e ) (∧) tel **: |= ∀e.((φ tel ∧ ψ tel ) ** e) ↔ ∃e , e .( (e , e ) = e) ∧ (φ tel ** e ) ∧ (ψ tel ** e ) (∧)** atel : |= ∀e.((φ atel ∧ ψ atel ) ** e) ↔ ∃e , e .( (e , e ) = e) ∧ (e e) ∧ (e e) ∧ (φ atel ** e ) ∧ (ψ atel ** e ) (∨)**: |= ∀e.((φ ∨ ψ) ** e) ↔ (φ ** e) ∨ (ψ ** e) (∀)**: |= ∀e.((∀x φ) ** e) → ∀x.∃e , e .( (e , e ) = e) ∧ (φ ** e ) ∧ ((∀y.(y = x) → φ y/x ) ** e ) (∃)**: |= ∀e.((∃x φ) ** e) ↔ ∃x.(φ ** e) (=)**: |= ∀e, x, y.(φ ** e) ∧ x = y → (φ y/x** e)
(PRED)** shows that characterization at the atomic level is equivalent to a Davidsonian predication. Its validity is obvious from the definition of truth and support for ' ** '. (¬)** is an easy consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 3. For every situation abstract φ and situation s, either Support
An inductive basis for proving the lemma is given by the non-collision of predicate extensions and antiextensions, and the fact that for s to be in a negative support set relative to s, it must be concurrent with s, and so no tuple in the extension of the predicate can have as its first element a situation that is part of s. The induction step is straightforward.
(∧)** can be proved from the definition of support for conjunctions (and of course truth of ** -formulas). A counterexample to the converse direction is obtained by choosing φ to be P , an abstract of a unary fluent predicate, and ψ to be ¬P , with the denotations of e , e temporally non-overlapping and with a join equal to the value of e under some variable assignment. Then with a suitable interpretation of P , the consequent in (∧)** is verified but the antecedent is false, because its truth requires the supporting situation for ¬P to be concurrent with the denotation of e. However, (∧) tel ** asserts a biconditional for the case where both φ and ψ are telic, and (∧)** atel is an analogous law for atelic φ and ψ, though it requires the extra condition on the right that e and e be concurrent with e. The two variants of (∧)** require lemmas, viz., Lemma 2 and the following related one. The proof (as in Lemma 2) is by simultaneous induction for (a) and (b), again with attention to downward inheritance of telicity to parts of formulas. As basis we consider positive and negated telic atomic situation abstracts. For conjunction, disjunction, and quantification telicity is inherited by the constituent abstracts. For negation we then "switch" between cases (a) and (b).
The proofs of (∧) tel ** and (∧)** atel are then simple. The former uses Lemma 4 for the backward implication, and the latter Lemma 2. (∨)** is obvious from the definitions. (∀)** states that a universal characterization of a situation implies that for each element of the domain there is a subsituation supporting the characterization of that element, and another subsituation supporting the characterization of the remaining elements. Since we don't have sets and set joins in the object language, we can't readily break down the universal characterization more uniformly. The proof idea is much as for conjunction. In assuming the truth of the antecedent of (∀)** for a particular value of e, we are assuming the existence of a function f as specified in the definition of Support + M,U ((∀x)φ, s). For any particular value d of x in the consequent, this function supplies the value of both e (as f (d)) and e (as another set join, over the union of sets f (d ) for all d = d); a variant f of f which is the same as f except that f (d) = ∅ serves to verify the truth of the last conjunct in the consequent of (∀)**. We could again set up special cases for telic and atelic φ, but we omit this. (∃)**, a law for existential characterization, indicates the "transparency" of ' ** ' to existential quantification. The final law (=)** is particularly noteworthy, showing the transparency of ' ** ' with respect to substitution of coreferential terms. This can be shown straightforwardly by induction on the complexity of φ, with use of the fact that term denotations are invariant under substitution of coreferential terms (whose proof is as in FOL, since complex FOL** terms, though restricted here to being situational, are interpreted as in FOL). Essentially the induction establishes the rather obvious fact that the definition of (positive and negative) support sets is insensitive to substitution of coreferential terms in any of the situation abstracts mentioned in the definition.
A second group of laws concerns transformations within the scope of ' ** '. Negation distribution within the scope of ' ** ' turns out to be valid, while the behavior of conjunction and disjunction is non-truth-functional in a way that may at first seem surprising, but which I believe reflects desirable properties of the logic. ; similarly for (¬∨)**, (¬∀)**, and (¬∃)**. The failure of the converse of (φ ∧ φ)** may seem surprising -one might expect the embedded conjunction φ ∧ φ to be equivalent to φ. However, it needs to be kept in mind that φ is (in general) a situation abstract, not a formula, and as such makes tacit reference to a situation -and distinct occurrences of φ may refer to distinct situations. Consider, for example, a conjunction such as sneeze(John) ∧ sneeze(John). Though this could be a repeated description of the same sneezing event, it could also perfectly well be a description of two distinct such events; the logic as such should not commit us to either one of these possibilities, and so it would be undesirable for the converse of (φ ∧ φ)** to hold. The point is perhaps even clearer from an example such as 'Beethoven composed a violin concerto and (he composed) a piano concerto'; this entails 'Beethoven composed a concerto and (he composed) a concerto'. We would not want the latter conjunction to be, of necessity, the description of a single composing event.
11 Note that by contrast, φ and φ ∨ φ are indistinguishable in the scope of ' ** ', as seen in (φ ∨ φ)** (again a simple consequence of the definition of Support + ). A closely related contrast is seen in (∨∧)** and (∧∨)**: distribution of '∨' over '∧' in the scope of ' ** ' is not "reversible", unlike distribution of '∧' over '∨'. Thus ** -contexts are quite subtle, in some respects (e.g., (∨)**, (∃)** and (=)**) behaving "transparently", and in others (e.g., the failure of the converses of (φ ∧ φ)** and (∨∧)**) showing an even stronger sensitivity to logical form than classical modal operators. To the extent that ' ** ' can be viewed as a reconstruction of Reichenbach's '[ ]*' operator (setting aside Reichenbach's conflation of facts and events), the semantics provided here refutes Davidson's main objection to Reichenbach's proposal [5] . Essentially, Davidson argued that [ ]*-contexts must allow substitution of coreferential singular terms, hence should also allow substitution of logically equivalent sentences, and this leads to indistinguishability of all events. But as seen from the properties of ' ** ', a Reichenbach-like operator may perfectly well allow substitution of coreferential singular terms without also allowing substitution of logically equivalent sentences (more precisely, situation abstracts). At the same time, such a theory is compatible with Davidson's conception of events at the level of atomic predication, as seen from (PRED)**.
Complex formulas within the scope of ' * ':
Truth-likeness and transparency
We now consider complex formulas within the scope of ' * '. These show the much simpler, more transparent behavior of ' * ' compared to ' ** ', as one would expect from a partial truth-like operator. In addition we could give analogous formulas for → and ↔. Also, many standard manipulations are possible within the scope of ' * ', such as the following.
In fact, bidirectional versions of all the transformations in the scope of ' ** ', listed earlier, hold for ' * ', and these (along with others) can be captured by a general "embedded inference rule" (below). (¬)*, like (¬)**, follows from Lemma 3. The laws for ∧, ∨, ∀ and ∃, follow directly from the corresponding support set definitions. The embedded rules (and others like them) are proved by showing that the existence of a support set for one side of the equivalence ensures that one exists for the other side as well. Note that once we have distributed negation in this way, we can apply (∨)* or (∧)*; this proves useful below.
Persistence of information relative to , ¢
Among the most important properties of a situation logic are its persistence properties -as we go from "smaller" to "larger" situations, information is preserved (and expands). The point is that events or situations are limited parts or aspects of the world, and we manipulate these aspects cognitively with great ease, expanding or narrowing our purview at will. In FOL**, we capture not only the "upward" growth of information, but also its "outward" growth to temporally larger episodes, and its "inward preservation" for certain kinds of information, as illustrated earlier. For example, we noted that a greeting uttered at the beginning of a talk is also a greeting uttered in the talk, which may be temporally much larger. In fact, the temporal persistence of information seems to play an important role in NL, finding expression in time adverbials, for example. And it is also important to be aware of inward persistence (homogeneity) of many kinds of information, for instance recognizing that if the library is closed tomorrow, then it will be closed no matter what time I show up tomorrow. The following are the most important persistence properties in FOL**.
(UP) |= ∀e, e .(e e ) ∧ (φ * e) → (φ * e ) (OUT) |= ∀e, e .(e e ) ∧ (φ * e) → ¬((¬φ) * e ) if φ is telic or strictly atelic (i.e., both φ and ¬φ are atelic) (OUT tel ) |= ∀e, e .(e e ) ∧ (φ tel * e) → (φ tel * e ) (IN atel ) |= ∀e, e .(e ¢ e ) ∧ (φ atel ** e ) → (φ atel ** e) (UP) is the most general persistence property, stating that all types of information persist through the concurrent part-of ordering. One possible proof is by induction and by use of the previous laws for complex formulas in * -environments, with a separate induction for negated abstracts, aided by the "embedded" inference rules mentioned above (and again below). A much more direct proof is enabled by the following lemma. The proof is again a straightforward simultaneous induction for (a) and (b), using the definition of support sets and the basic properties of the situation orderings. The (OUT) law can also be proved inductively, with a basis that depends on the collision avoidance condition on predicate extensions and anti-extensions in the definition of models. As in the case of (UP), the proof can be carried through using the previously established laws for * -environments, or using appropriate semantic lemmas; but we omit further details. The need for the qualification in the statement of (OUT) can be appreciated by considering an example of a negated telic in the context of ' * ', such as ((¬lightning) * e) (i.e., there's no lightning in episode e). Such a negated telic is atelic but not strictly atelic. This is perfectly compatible with ((¬¬lightning) * e ), i.e., ((lightning) * e ) (there's lightning in e ) for some larger e that has e as a temporal segment (which implies that e e ). (OUT tel ) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3(a).
(IN atel ) is a consequence of the following semantic lemma. 
Rules of inference
The usual rules of FOL are sound in FOL**. For instance, substitution of equals and ∀-instantiation can be shown to be sound, by a generalization of the usual inductive argument to allow for * -and ** -contexts. I will term the rules in the following group "chaining" rules, since they do not introduce new material, except that ∨-introduction introduces a disjunct and ∀-instantiation can introduce new terms.
• Chaining rules and of course there are other possibilities (sequent rules, semantic tableaux, etc.) In any case, the point is just to draw some distinctions, not to make a comprehensive list. The following two rules are particular to FOL** and are sound:
• Situation consistency
In the EMB rule, φ c ∼ ψ c , read as "ψ c is weakly derivable from φ c ", means that ψ c is derivable from φ c using chaining rules only, without recourse to assumption making or logical axioms. The notation φ c indicates uniform conversion of a situational abstract to a formula by filling its implicit argument slots with c. More exactly, φ c denotes a formula obtained from a situation abstract φ by adding the initial situational argument c, where c is a situational constant not appearing in any premises, to all proper atomic situation abstracts in φ occurring outside the scope of all ' * ' or ' ** ' operators in φ.
The following are some simple schematic examples of inferences allowed by the EMB rule. The first two in effect recast the previous formulas (¬∧)* and (¬∨)* as rules.
Establishing soundness of EMB is basically a matter of showing for each of the chaining rules that the existence of support sets for the premises (cast as situation abstracts, and relativized to some situation) entails existence of support sets for the conclusion (similarly abstracted and relativized to the same situation). For many of the chaining rules this follows directly from the inductive clauses for support sets and the duality between positive and negative support sets. In the case of modus ponens, we use the fact that if an abstract is positively supported relative to a situation, then it cannot be negatively supported relative to that situation (see Lemma 3) .
The CONSIS rule basically says that a situation cannot support inconsistent information. (Thus our notion of situations here is a realistic one -they cannot support inconsistent information any more than ordinary individuals can "support" inconsistent properties.) φ c+ in CONSIS roughly speaking is φ with all its tacit situation arguments (in proper atomic abstracts occurring outside the scopes of all ' * ' and ' ** ' operators) filled in with distinct new constants, the first such constant being c. (A definition using a systematic way of filling in the new constants is given below, as needed in Lemma 7.) The reason for the soundness of the rule is that as long as " " is based on sound rules of inference, inconsistent premises have no models, and a corresponding situation abstract has no support sets. To make this argument go through, we use a lemma related to the contrapositive of the soundness claim. A more precise definition of φ c+ that facilitates the proof is as follows. Assume that we have some fixed enumeration c 0 , c 1 , ... of individual situation constants (we refer to i as the rank of c i ). Then for a given situation abstract φ and a situation constant c that does not occur in φ, φ c+ is the formula obtained from φ by inserting initial argument c into the first (leftmost) proper atomic situation abstract occurring in φ outside the scopes of all ' * ' and ' ** ' operators; and then inserting the lowest-ranked situation constant that outranks c and does not occur in φ into the next (second from the left) proper atomic situation abstract occurring in φ outside the scopes of all ' * ' and ' ** ' operators; and so on, until no further eligible atomic abstracts remain. The inductive proof of the lemma is straightforward, but it is worth mentioning that in the basis for part (b), Lemma 3 can be used; and in the induction step for conjunctions and disjunctions it is useful to note that (φ c+ ∧ ψ c + ) is the same as (φ ∧ ψ) c+ if c is chosen to be the lowest-ranked situation constant that is identical to c or outranks c and does not occur in φ c+ , and similarly for disjunctions. Models for φ c+ and ψ c + can then be combined in the manner required for the induction step.
The proof of the soundness of (CONSIS) is then by induction on the number of applications of (CON-SIS) in the derivation φ c+ P, with the basis (0 applications) provided by Lemma 7 and the soundness of the remaining rules of inference.
Related work
of thematic relations would be at odds with our strategy of associating events with sentences (or at least with English clauses) as a whole.
Concluding remarks
I have argued that LFs for natural language require a way of representing complex situations evoked by complex sentences (as in Situation Semantics), but at the same time these situations must be as tightly linked to sentences as Davidsonian (or Reichenbachian) events, in order to represent causation correctly. I then proposed an extension of FOL called FOL**, containing a situation description operator ' * ' similar to the "supports" relation of Situation Semantics, as well as a situation characterization operator ' ** ' that couples events to sentences as tightly as Davidson's approach, but without restriction to atomic predications. FOL** has a well-defined semantics founded on the idea that sets of basic parts of a given situation support a situation abstract relative to that given situation. This idea provides a linkage between Davidsonian event semantics and Situation Semantics, capturing many of the essential features of both.
The semantics of FOL** provides a formal justification for numerous intuitively natural laws and inferences concerning the connections among situations and between sentences and situations. Since FOL** can also capture, in a more satisfactory way than previous approaches, the causal relationships implicit in ordinary language (especially narratives), it should prove useful as a core component of a logical-form language for NLU. Theoretical extensions currently under consideration include strengthening of the temporal syntax and semantics and further work on proof theory, particularly establishment of completeness.
In a sense, FOL** is already a "field-tested" representation, since something quite similar to it is a part of the EL knowledge representation. Over the past 10 years, EL has been used as a logical-form language in various startup applications, including the Trains 91-93 interactive transportation planning system [1, 19] , a message processing application for airplane repair reports [14] , and systems for understanding and answering questions about miscellaneous story fragments (small excerpts from the fairy tale Little Red Riding Hood and from terrorist incident reports). Except for the Trains application, this work has made use of the Epilog system, a full implementation of EL designed to support NLU and input-driven and goal-driven inference for large knowledge bases. For a recent comprehensive overview of both EL and the Epilog system and applications see [18] .
However, I should point out that the semantics of ' * ' and ' ** ' assumed (to date) in EL and Epilog differs from the one developed here. In particular, the EL semantics is intensional, treating the semantic values of sentences (including ones with a top-level ' * ' or ' ** ' operator) as partial 0, 1-valued functions on situations; furthermore, the meaning of ' ** ' is regarded as derivative from that of ' * ', with predicate intensions supplying partial-description information about situations, rather than characterizing information (as in the present approach). Still, the laws governing ' * ' ' ** ' ' ', ' ', and ' ' are mostly the same in EL and FOL**. In future work, we intend to adjust the EL semantics so that EL becomes a true syntactic and semantic extension of FOL**. The corresponding adjustments in the Epilog system should be quite feasible, since the basic laws of EL are represented in Epilog as axiom schemas (meaning postulates), and these are easily replaced. However, the current study indicates the need for not only some altered and additional basic laws, but also for additional inference rules (EMB, CONSIS). Their implementation should significantly improve the inferential adequacy of Epilog.
